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1. Introduction
Recently a spectral scarcity has arisen as a serious problem, because current static frequency
allocation schemes cannot further accommodate an increasing number of devices requesting
higher data rate. Therefore, CR (cognitive radio) technique has been considered as a
potential solution to improve spectrum utilization by sharing the spectrum. In this chapter,
the main concept of CR was introduced.
1.1 Motivation
The demand for higher data rates is increasing as a result of the transition from voice
communications to multimedia applications such as video streaming service, photo mail,
and DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting: both satellite or terrestrial type employed in
Korea). Generally, wide bandwidth is required to achieve high data rate properly. As you
know, most of popular radio spectrums are already assigned. Additional spectrum is not
enough to be assigned for new application service. The other problem is that spectrum
utilization less than 3GHz concentrates only in several frequency bands, while the majority
of frequency bands are inefficiently utilized. According to the FCC's (Federal
Communications Commission) report by spectrum policy task force, the usage of allocated
spectrum varied around 15% to 85% depending on temporal and geographic situations.
Therefore, the new paradigm of using spectrum more efficiently has urged to create a new
wireless communication technology.
1.2 Overview of cognitive radio
IEEE 802.22 based WRAN (wireless regional area network) devices sense TV channels and
identifies opportunities for transmission. Figure 1-1 shows example of deployment for IEEE
802.22 WRAN. Recently, IEEE 802.22 standards have included cognitive features for the first
time. We may say the trend is targeting at this direction, even though it is difficult to expect
a wireless standard which is based on wideband spectrum sensing and opportunistic
exploitation of the spectrum.
In CR terminology (I. Mitola, J. & J. Maguire, 1999), primary or incumbent user can be
defined as the users who have higher priority rights on the usage of a specific part of the
spectrum. On the other hand, secondary users with lower priority exploit this spectrum in
such away that they do not cause interference to primary users and other secondary users.
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Fig. 1-1. IEEE 802.22 WRAN Deployment Scenario

Fig. 1-2. Spectrum Hole Classification (Ian F Akyildiz et al)
In Figure 1-2, spectrum hole can be classified as a black space, white space and gray space.
In the white space, there is no interference except noise for the frequency. The Gray space
indicated that this spectrum is partially used under acceptable interference. The black space
is occupied by incumbent user. The CR technique is aiming at usage of unoccupied
spectrum such as the white space or the gray space by adopting the concept of dynamic and
autonomous spectrum management, while ensuring the right of privileged primary users.
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Therefore, the secondary users should monitor licensed bands and transmit their signals
opportunistically whenever no primary signal is detected.
Main functionalities of the CR concept are supported by the ability to measure, sense, learn,
and be aware of the parameters related to the radio channel characteristics, the availability
of spectrum and power, radio s operating environment, user requirements and
applications, available networks (infrastructures) and nodes, local policies, and the other
operating restrictions .
In this chapter, we focus on the spectrum sensing scheme which is the most crucial part to
make the CR functionality realized. In Chapter 2, we explain the applicable spectrum
sensing methods as well as the cooperative sensing concept. The proposed sensing method
was introduced in Chapter 3. Various sensing performances are represented and compared
in Chapter 4. Finally, our conclusions were given in Chapter 5.

2. Various spectrum sensing methods
In order to protect the primary user from the secondary users, the spectrum sensing is a key
function to decide whether frequency band is empty or not. Generally, various methods
such as matched filter detection, cyclostationary feature detection and energy detection have
been categorized for the spectrum sensing. In this chapter, we will briefly review several
spectrum sensing methods and derive analytical performance of energy detector under
AWGN channel environment case.
2.1 Matched filter detection
Matched-filtering is known as the optimum method for detection of the primary users,
when the transmitted signal is known. (J. G. Proakis, 2001) The main advantage of the
matched filtering is that it takes short time to achieve the spectrum sensing under a certain
value of the probability of false alarm or the probability of misdetection, compared to the
other methods (R. Tandra & A. Sahai, 2005). However, the matched-filtering requires the
perfect knowledge of the primary users' signaling features such as bandwidth, operating
frequency, modulation type and order, pulse shaping, and frame format. Moreover, the
implementation complexity of sensing unit is impracticably large since the CR needs
receivers for all signal types (D. Cabric et al., 2004). Another disadvantage of the match
filtering is large power consumption, because various receiver algorithms need to be
executed for detection.
2.2 Cyclostationary feature detection

Fig. 2-1. The Structure of Cyclostationary Feature Detector
In the Figure 2-1, cyclostationary features are caused by the periodicity in the signal or its
statistics such as mean and autocorrelation or they can be intentionally induced to assist
spectrum sensing(O. A. Dobre, et al., 2008), (Mahapatra R & Krusheel, M, 2008). The
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cyclostationarity-based detection algorithms can differentiate noise from the primary user
signals. This is coming from the fact that the noise is WSS(wide-sense stationary) with no
correlation while modulated signals are cyclostationary with spectral correlation due to the
redundancy of signal periodicities. Furthermore, the cyclostationarity can be used to
distinguish among different types of transmissions. CSD(Cyclic Spectral Density) function
of a received signal Eq. (1) can be calculated as follow. (U. Gardner, WA ,1991)
s( f ,α ) =

∑ Rα (τ )e
τ
∞

=−∞

− j 2π f τ

y

Rαy (τ ) = E[ y(n + τ )y ∗ (n − τ )e jπ 2α n ]

(1)
(2)

where Rαy (τ ) in Eq. (2) is the CAF(Cyclic Autocorrelation Function) and is the cyclic
frequency. The CSD function outputs peak values when the cyclic frequency is equal to the
fundamental frequencies of transmitted signal x(n). The cyclic frequencies can be assumed
to be known (M. Ghozzi, et al., 2006).
2.3 Energy detector

Fig. 2-2. The Structure of Energy Detector
The Figure 2-2 shows the block diagram of a conventional energy detector; the received
signal is passed through the BPF(band-pass filter), squared, integrated during the required
time, and then compared to a threshold which depends on the noise floor (H. Urkowitz,
1967). In practice, the threshold is chosen to fulfill a certain false alarm rate (D. Cabric et al.,
2004). The energy detection method is attractive because it is possible to be applied
regardless of the primary signals type and it is quite simple to implement.
Let us assume that the received signal has the following simple form . (H. Urkowitz, 1967)
⎧ y(t ) = n(t ), H 0
⎨
⎩ y(t ) = h(t ) * x(t ) + n(t ), H 1

(3)

Where x(t) indicates the transmitted signal by the primary user, n(t) denotes the AWGN and
h(t) denotes the amplitude of the channel impulse response. Output y(t) is the received
signal from the secondary user. This is equivalent to distinguishing between the following
two hypotheses (H0 or H1), its property is known as a central Chi-square distribution and a
non-central Chi-square distribution, respectively . (H. Urkowitz, 1967)
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(4)

where, 2m is degree of freedom, γ is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 2 γ is non-centrality factor,
m is product of time and bandwidth. X 22m is a Chi-square distribution and X 22m (2γ ) is a non-

central Chi-square distribution its probability of density function known as follow (V. I.
Kostylev, 2002).
y
⎧
−
1
y ( m − 1) e 2 , H 0
⎪ m
⎪ 2 Γ ( m)
fY ( y ) = ⎨
2γ + y
( m − 1)
⎪1 y 2 − 2
e
I( m − 1) ( 2γ y ), H 1
⎪ 2 ( 2γ )
⎩

(5)

Commonly, a detector has two types of error events. When channel is really vacant (H0), the
detector can decide that the channel is occupied. The probability of this undesired event is
the probability of a false alarm, denoted as PFA. When only noise is existing, the PFA of
energy detector can be calculated exactly, refer to Eq. (6). PFA should be kept as small as
possible in order to prevent under utilization of transmission opportunities.
PFA = P( y > λ H 0 )

=∫

∞

λ

=

Making a change of variables u =

−
1
y ( m − 1) e 2 dy
m
2 Γ (m)

(6)

y

−
∞
1
y ( m − 1) e 2 dy
2 Γ (m) ∫λ

(7)

y

m

(8)

y
in Eq.(8)
2

=

∞
1
u( m − 1) e − u du
∫
λ
Γ (m)

Γ ( m , λ / 2)
Γ (m)

=

(9)

(10)

where, Γ (u) gamma function defined in Eq. (11) and (M. Abramowitz and I. Stegun, 1970)

∫

∞

0

t u − 1 e( − t )dt

(11)

tα − 1 e( −t )dt

(12)

and Γ (α , x ) is incomplete Gamma function upper bound in Eq. (12)

∫

∞

x
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Meanwhile, the detector may decide that the channel is vacant when channel is actually
occupied (H1). The probability of this undesired event is referred as the probability of
misdetection, denoted as PMD.
PMD = 1 − PD

(13)

And one minus the probability of misdetection is the probability of detection as PD. When
only noise is existing, the PD of energy detector can be calculated exactly, refer to Eq. (14)
PD = P( y > λ H 1 )

=∫

∞

λ

1 y
( )
2 2γ

( m − 1)
2

e

−

2γ + y
2

(14)

I( m − 1) ( 2γ y )dy

(15)

Change non-centrality parameter corresponds to u = mγ in Eq. (15)
=∫

∞

λ

1 y
(
)
2 2mγ

( m − 1)
1
− ( y + 2 mγ )
2
2

e

I( m − 1) ( 2 mγ y )dy

(16)

Change variables z = y in Eq. (16)
=

− ( z2 + 2 mγ )
∞
1
zm e 2
I( m − 1) ( z 2mγ )dz
m−1 ∫ λ
( 2 mγ )
1

= Q( 2 mγ , λ )

(17)

(18)

where, Qm ( a , b ) is generalized Marcum Q-function, defined as Eq. (19), and modified Bessel
function of the first kind of m-1 order is Eq. (20) ∼ (21). Refer to (A. H. Nuttall, 1975)
Qm ( a , b ) =

am − 1 ∫b

1

∞

xme

(−

x 2 + a2
)
2

I m − 1 ( ax )dx

Iα ( x ) = i −α Jα (ix )
Jα ( x ) =

(20)

∑ m ! Γ (m + α )( 2 )
∞

m=0

( −1)m

(19)

x

2 m +α

(21)

By far, we derived two closed form for probability of detection and misdetection of energy
detector under AWGN.
Some of the challenges with energy detector based sensing include selection of the threshold
for detecting primary users, inability to differentiate interference from primary users and
noise and poor performance under low SNR values. The performance of the energy
detection is easily influenced by channel fading, shadowing and interferences (V. I.
Kostylev, 2002). As mentioned before, the threshold used in energy detector based sensing
algorithms depends on the noise variance. Consequently, a small noise power estimation
error causes significant performance loss( A. Sahai et al., 2004). In the following section 2.4,
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we discussed cooperative sensing approach to improve sensing reliability. (Amir Ghasemi &
Elvino S. Sousa, 2005)
2.4 Cooperative spectrum sensing

Fig. 2-3. Example of Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (Amir Ghasemi & Elvino S. Sousa, 2005)
Cooperation is proposed in the literature as a solution to problems that arise in spectrum
sensing due to noise uncertainty, fading, and shadowing. (Amir Ghasemi & Elvino S. Sousa,
2005) The cooperative sensing scheme share sensing information from the independent
number of secondary local user. Cooperative sensing decreases the probabilities of
misdetection and false alarm considerably. In addition, cooperation can solve hidden primary
user problem and it can decrease sensing time. Cooperative spectrum sensing is most effective
when local user observe independent fading or shadowing (D. Cabric et al., 2006). The
performance degradation due to correlated shadowing is investigated in terms of missing the
opportunities. It is found that it is more advantageous to have the same amount of users
cooperating over a large area than over a small area . (A. Ghasemi & E. S. Sousa, 2007)
For example, if we consider the Or-rule as the cooperative decision criterion, where any
decision of H1 from the secondary users decides the channel is occupied. For simplicity, we
assume that all N users experience independent and identically distributed fading with
same average SNR. Then the probability of detection, false alarm and misdetection
probabilities for cooperative scheme are shown as follows ( P. K. Varshney,1997)
QD = 1 − (1 − PD )N

(22)

QMD = 1 − QD

(23)

QFA = 1 − (1 − PFA )N

(24)

where PD and PFA represents the local detection and false alarm probabilities. In (23) and
(24), as N gradually increases, QMD and QFA monotonically decrease.
Challenges of cooperative sensing include developing efficient information sharing
algorithms and increased complexity (T. Weiss et al., 2003). In cooperative sensing
architectures, the control channel (pilot channel) can be implemented using different
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methodologies. Depending on the system requirements, one of these methods can be
selected. Control channel can be used for sharing spectrum sensing results among cognitive
users as well as for sharing channel allocation information.

3. Proposed spectrum sensing method
For such a cooperative approach, it is prerequisite for the interest user to have several
cooperative users who may send information independently. Thus, it is necessary to
improve the reliability of the energy detector by a standalone approach. In most of the
future mobile and wireless communication systems, spatially-separated multiple antennas
are considered at both transmitter as well as receiver (Blostein, S.D & Leib, H(2003). Out of
their advantages, spatial diversity gain is most attractive, which is resulted from the fact that
the signals through the multiple antennas go through different paths and thus experience
different channel environments.
Therefore, in this chapter, we introduce a novel spectrum sensing structure combining the
multiple antennas with the energy detectors for the standalone approach, where a
collaborative decision device is employed to improve the sensing reliability.
3.1 Multiple antenna-aided spectrum sensing method

Fig. 3-1. Block Diagram of Multiple Antenna-aided Spectrum Sensing
(Jong-Hwan Lee et al. 2008)
We assume that each antenna are separated more than two over wave length of carrier
(2 / λ ) . The proposed spectrum sensing scheme is presented in Figure 3-1, and consists of
two stages. Tentative decisions are first made by using a conventional energy detector at
each antenna. Then, a collaborative decision on whether the band is
Occupied'
(hypothesis H1) or Vacant (hypothesis H0) is reached by comparing the number of
tentative hard decisions with a reference value K (1 ≤ K ≤ N), with N as the number of
antennas. Of course, the output of energy detector can make decision as a soft decision
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instead of hard decision. The results presented in (E. Visotsky et al., 2005) show that soft
information-combining outperforms hard information-combining method in terms of the
probability of missed opportunity. Intuitively, hard-decisions can understand to perform as
good as soft decisions when the number of receiver antenna is high.
Other receiver diversity can attained by combining soft output of each square and integrate
operation per diversity node. The Square-Law Combine (SLC), Square-Law Selection (SLS)
method is well known micro receiver diversity (Digham, F. F et al., 2007). The SLC method
can have slightly better under Rayleigh channel without correlation in the (Digham, F. F et
al., 2007).
If one of decision fusion the Majority rule is considered here to make a collaborative
decision; in this case, the final decision is dependent on the majority of partial decisions,
being defined for a number of antennas exceeding three, N ≥3.
In the first stage, the energy detector corresponding to the ith antenna, i= 1,...,N,decides on
the hypothesis H 1( i ) or H 0( i ) by comparing the estimated energy, y ( i ) , with a predefined
threshold value, λ . The two hypotheses are defined as H 1( i ) : y ( i ) (t ) = n( i ) (t ) , which
corresponds to a vacant channel, and , H 1( i )1 : y ( i ) (t ) = h(t ) * x(t ) + n( i ) (t ) which corresponds to
an occupied channel. Note that x(t ) is the signal transmitted by the primary user, y ( i ) (t )
, n( i ) (t ) , and h( i ) (t ) are the signal received by the secondary user, additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), and channel impulse response corresponding to the ith antenna,
respectively, and * represents the convolution operator. Two types of error events can be
defined, as mentions before in Chapter 2. Table I describes the example of collaborative
decision by Or-Rule criterion.
1st Energy
Detector

2nd Energy Detector

3rdEnergy
Detector

Collaborative final
Decision

H0

H0

H1

H1

H0

H1

H1

H1

H0

H1

H1

H1

H0

H1

H1

H1

H0
H0
H1
H0
H1
H1

Table 3-1. Example of Or-Rule Criterion for Multiple Antenna-aided Method

4. Performance analysis and simulation results
In this Chapter, the average detection probability of Energy detector over three type of
channels Rayleigh, shadowing and Suzuki channel are derived. More importantly,
performance of our proposed sensing methods also are represented in terms of ROC curve
under various environment. Note that average false alarm probability over fading channel is
same as AWGN case, since it s independent of SNR.
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4.1 Performance analysis of energy detector under fading
4.1.1 Rayleigh channel
The requirement that there be many scatterers present means that Rayleigh fading can be a
useful model in heavily built-up city centers where there is no line of sight between the
transmitter and receiver and many buildings and other objects attenuate, reflect, refract and
diffract the signal.
Let received carrier amplitude is modulated by the fading amplitude x , which is random
variable with mean square value denote, Ω = x 2 . PDF of fading amplitude x is dependent
on the nature of the radio propagation. The instantaneous signal to noise per symbol,
γ = x 2 ES / N 0 . Average SNR per symbol represents like, γ = Ω ES / N 0 . Therefore there is
relation between fading amplitude and SNR .

x=

γ

Ωγ
γ

=

ES / N 0

(25)

Consequently, PDF of γ is obtained by changing variable in the expression for the fading
PDF PX ( x ) of x .
f γ (γ ) =

fX (x)

γγ
2
Ω

(26)

If the signal amplitude follows a Rayleigh distribution, then the SNR follows an exponential
PDF given by Eq. (27)
f X (x) =

Ω

2x

e

(−

x2

Ω

)

,x ≥ 0

(27)

The Rayleigh PDF of γ is evaluated by substituting (27) into (26).
f γ (γ ) =

2
=

Ωγ
)
γ

fX (

γγ
2
Ω

Ωγ
Ωγ 2
γ
γ
)
e( −
Ω
Ω
γγ
2
Ω
=

1

γ

e

γ
γ

(− )

(28)

(29)

(30)

The average PD in this case, PD, Ray, can now be evaluated by averaging Eq.(18) over Eq.(30).
refer to (A. H. Nuttall, 1975)
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PD ,Ray = ∫ Qm ( 2mγ , λ ) fγ ( x )dx
∞

(31)

x

∫

∞

x

=e

−

λ N /2 − 2 ( −
2

∑
i =0

λ
2
i!

)i

γ

1 (− )
Qm ( 2 mγ , λ ) × e γ dγ

γ

(32)

⎡
⎧
2 λγ ⎫⎤
⎢ λ
⎪⎥
λ ⎪
− ⎪ m − 2 2(2 + 2γ ) ⎪
2 + 2γ m − 1 ⎢ − 2 + 2 γ
⎥
) × e
+(
− e 2 ⎨∑
⎬⎥
⎢
i!
2γ
i =0
⎪
⎪
⎢
⎥
⎪
⎪
⎢⎣
⎩
⎭⎥⎦

(33)

⎡
⎤
λ mγ
Γ ( m − 1,
)⎥
⎢
γ
+
m
1
2(1
)
2 + e 2(1 + mγ ) (1 +
⎥
)m − 1 × ⎢1 −
≈
⎢
⎥
mγ
Γ (m − 1)
Γ (m − 1)
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

λ
Γ (m − 1, )

−

λ

(34)

4.1.2 Shadowing channel
A large obstruction such as a hill or large building obscures the main signal path between
the transmitter and the receiver. Normally shadowing is modeled as a log-normal model
which is traditionally used to characterize the variation in the local mean power due to
shadowing (Kyperountas,. et all, 2007). For shadowing only, fγ ( x ) in equation (35) is lognormal with mean μ (dB) and a standard deviation σ(dB) of 10 log 10 γ .
fγ (x ) =

(−
ξ
e
2παγ

(10 log 10 γ − μ )2
2α 2

)

(35)

Where, ξ = 10 / ln 10 = 4.3429 .
The average PD in this case, PD,Log can now be evaluated by averaging (18) over (35).
Empirical coefficient values for indoor propagation are shown in Table 4-1.

Building Type
Vacuum,infinite space
Retail Store
Grocery Store
Office with hard partition
Office with soft partition
Office with soft partition
Textile or chemical
Textile or chemical
Metalworking
Metalworking

Frequency of Transmission

γ

α [dB]

914 MHz
914 MHz
1.5 GHz
900 MHz
1.9 GHz
1.3 GHz
4 GHz
1.3 GHz
1.3 GHz

2.0
2.2
1.8
3.0
2.4
2.6
2.0
2.1
1.6
3.3

0
2.18.7
5.2
7
9.6
14.1
3.0
7.0, 9.7
5.8
6.8

Table 4-1. Empirical log-normal mean and standard deviation under indoor propagation
(T. S. Rappaport, 2002)
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4.1.3 Suzuki channel
The combined effect of large scale and small scale fading may be characterized statistically
by a Suzuki distribution (M. Patzold et al., 1994). The Suzuki mixture distribution that
characterizes the received power can be expressed in terms of signal power, which is
obtained by averaging Rayleigh distribution signal power over the conditional density of
log-normal mean signal power in Eq. (36).

fγ (x ) = ∫

∞

0

ϖ

1

e

(−

ϖ

x

(10 log 10 ϖ − μ )2
ξ
e( −
)dϖ
2α 2
2παϖ

)

(36)

The average PD in this case, PD,suz can now be evaluated by averaging (18) over (36) refer to
(Kyperountas,. et all, 2007).
PD ,Suz = ∫ Qm ( 2 mγ , λ ) fγ ( x )dx
∞

(37)

x

=∫

∞

x

∫ϖ

∞

Qm ( 2 mγ , λ )

ϖ

1

⎛ x⎞
⎜− ⎟
ϖ⎠

w⎝

(−
ξ
e
2παϖ

(10 log 10 ϖ − μ )2
2α 2

)

dϖ dx

(38)

4.2 Performance analysis of proposed method under fading
The probability of detection for the proposed sensing method is given by Eq.(39) ∼ (41). As
you can see this formula is exactly same as cooperative sensing refer to Section 2.4.
N
⎛N ⎞
PD = ∑ ⎜ ⎟PDk , i (1 − PD , i )N − k
k =n ⎝ k ⎠

(39)

where PD , i is the probability of detection for each output of antennas. The Or-rule fusion can
be evaluated by setting n=1 in Eq. (39).
⎛N ⎞
PD , or = 1 − ⎜ ⎟ PDk , i (1 − PD , i )N − k
⎝k ⎠

k =0

= 1 − (1 − PD , k )N

(40)

The And-rule corresponds to the case n=N, Eq. (39)
PD , And = ( PD , k )N

Finally, for the case of the majority rule the n = ⎣⎢n / 2 ⎦⎥
PD , maj =

∑

⎛N⎞ k
N −k
⎜ ⎟PD , i (1 − PD , i )
k =⎢⎣n /2 ⎦⎥ ⎝ k ⎠

(41)

N

(42)

4.3 Simulation environment
In this paper, the Suzuki channel was considered by calculating MED (Method of Equal
Distance). The characteristic of the MED is such that the difference between two adjacent
discrete Doppler frequencies is equidistant. (M. Patzold et al. 1996) We assume independent
fading and noise on each branch. We consider from two to four antennas at the receive-side
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(N is 1 ∼ 4) and apply the several decision criterion for collaborative decision-making in the
second stage of the proposed scheme. The parameters used in simulations are listed in Table
4-2. Note that the 0.33ms and 3.3ms sampling durations are chosen according to the IEEE
802.22 draft. The primary user is assumed to transmit a BPSK modulated signal. We will
select the threshold so as to get 10% of PFA and then calculate the PMD.
Parameter
Carrier Frequency
Mobile Speed of Secondary User
SNR
Standard Deviation of shadowing
Collaborative Decision Criterion
N(number of Receiver Antenna)
Number of Samples
Sample Period
Sensing Duration

Value
900 MHz
30 ~ 110 km/h
3 dB or 6dB
10dB
Or-rule, And-rule, Majority-rule
1~4
105
0.33ms
3.3 ~ 13.2ms

Table 4-2. The Simulation Parameters
4.4 Performance comparison
We demonstrate simulation results in terms of complementary ROC curve (plot PMD vs.
PFA). The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve is known to be a suitable tool for
visualizing detector performance.

Fig. 4-1. Performance of Conventional Energy Detector under Various Channel
(SNR = 6dB, σ =10dB) (Kyperountas,. et all, 2007)
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Figure 4-1 shows the simulated and theoretical complementary ROC curves, for a
conventional Energy Detector under the various fading environments with average
SNR=6dB. As you can see that there is conventional severe performance degradation readily
for energy detector.

Fig. 4-2. Mobile Speed Effect for Proposed Method in terms of SNR vs. PMD
(Mobile Speed = 3, 60, 110km/h) (Jong-Hwan Lee et al. 2008)
At three cases of mobile speed, the performance of the proposed spectrum sensing scheme is
much better than conventional energy detector over the whole range of SNR values. Figure
4-2 shows that higher mobile speed may improve the sensing performance in range of high
SNR. Because of the rapid channel variation, high mobile speed can overcome deep fading
easily. When we require reliable spectrum sensing under the high mobile speed, the
proposed scheme may be attractive method even though the complexity of multiple
antennas is higher than other sensing methods.
In Figure 4-3 ∼ 4-4, the impact of the sensing duration on the performance of the proposed
and conventional energy detection schemes is investigated. Figure 4-3 shows the ROC curve
(PD vs. PFA) for a mobile speed of 3 km/h, with the sensing duration as a parameter. As
expected, as the sensing duration increases, the performances of both proposed and
conventional energy detector are improved. However, similar performance is achieved for
6.6 ms and 9.9 ms sensing durations. As such, one can conclude that for sensing durations
larger than 6.6 ms there is no substantial enhancement in the sensing performance. In
addition, note that the performance of the proposed scheme with the sensing duration of 3.3
ms is similar to that of the conventional scheme for 6.6 ms. This result shows that the use of
multiple antennas is equivalent to an increase in the sensing duration with the conventional
energy detection.
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Fig. 4-3. ROC Curve of Proposed Method, for 3 km/h mobile speed and with different
sensing durations, PFA vs. PD (S.-H. Hwang et al., 2009)

Fig. 4-4. ROC Curve of Proposed Method, for 110 km/h mobile speed and with different
sensing durations, PFA vs. PD (S.-H. Hwang et al., 2009)
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In Figure 4-4 results obtained for a mobile speed of 110 km/h are provided, from which one
can notice an improvement in performance when compared with Figure 4-3. When
increasing the mobile speed, the Doppler spread increases and fast fading will be
experienced. This translates into faster variations of the signal at the receive-side. The test
statistic used with the energy detector is the received signal energy, which represents the
area under the squared signal. For a given sensing duration, this can increase due to faster
signal variations. That is, the signal energy can increase for fast fading. Note that the
performance of the conventional scheme for the sensing duration of 6.6 ms is better than
that of the proposed scheme for 3.3 ms; this result indicates that the effect of the sensing
duration is influenced by the mobile speed.

Fig. 4-5. Effect of Sensing Duration for Proposed Method at PFA=0.1, Sensing Duration vs. PD
(S.H.Hwang et al. 2009)
Figure 4-5 summarizes the performances in terms of the PD versus the sensing duration, for
a PFA equal to 0.1. As the sensing duration increases, the performance is improved,
regardless the mobile speed. An enhanced performance is attained for an increased speed of
the mobile. A PD above 0.9 is obtained for a sensing duration exceeding 6.6 ms and a mobile
speed of 110 km/h, and a sensing duration greater than 9.9 ms and 60 km/h mobile speed.
For a mobile speed of 3 km/h, the PD reaches around 0.85 even above 13.2 ms sensing
duration. Note that to guarantee an acceptable sensing performance both PFA and PMD need
to be less than 0.1.
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Fig. 4-6. Complementary ROC Curve of Proposed Sensing with Various Decision Rule
(N=3, Mobile Speed =3km/h, SNR=3dB), PFA vs. PM (S.-H. Hwang et al., 2009)

Fig. 4-7. Complementary ROC Curve of Proposed Sensing with Various Decision Rule (N=4,
Mobile Speed =3km/h, SNR=3dB), PFA vs. PM
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Figure 4-6 shows only simulative results of three antennas aided energy detector under
Suzuki fading channel in terms of Complementary ROC curve, other parameter same as
before. The Figure 4-6 presents that the performance of the And-rule is almost same as
that of the conventional detector. Or-rule shows the best performances.
Figure 4-7 shows the performance of proposed sensing with four antennas (N = 4). When
the number of antenna increases from two to four, the number of applicable criterions
increases. For the case of four antennas, it is possible to employ two kinds of Majorityrules where the reference values K can be two or three. The Figure shows that Orrule -based sensing scheme can achieve the most reliable performance for four antennas as
well. Therefore, we can see base on the previous results that Or-rule is very effective to
enhance the performance of the proposed scheme with multi-antennas (S.-H. Hwang et al.,
2009).

Fig. 4-8. Simulated complement ROC curve for 3 Antenna-aided Sensing under Suzuki
channel with heavy correlated and un-correlated shadowing
(SNR = 6dB, Mobile speed = 3km/h), PFA vs. PM
In the Figure 4-8 non-correlated case, performance of proposed scheme with OR fusion is
worse 15% than that of square law combine (SLC). However, the performance degradation
is less effective to proposed scheme than SLC scheme due to the correlation. Hence, we may
say that proposed scheme is more robust to correlated shadowing effect. Other point of
view, SLC gets an advantage for simplicity. Meanwhile proposed is more complex than SLC
scheme, since multiple aided proposed scheme has energy detector devices as much as the
number of antenna and also need 2nd stage devices.
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Fig. 4-9. Simulated Complement ROC curve for 3 Antenna-aided Sensing under Suzuki
channel with Heavy Correlated and Uncorrelated Shadowing
(SNR = 6dB, Mobile speed = 110km/h), PFA vs. PM

Fig. 4-10. Simulated Complement ROC curve for 3 Antenna-aided Sensing under Rayleigh
Channel without Shawdoing Correlation (SNR = 6dB, Mobile speed = 110km/h), PFA vs. PM
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In case of mobile speed up to 110km/h in Figure 4-9, proposed scheme with OR fusion can
be achieved the highest performance of than that of other method non-correlated case.
When we assume that there is only Rayleigh channel, the proposed scheme, SLC and
cooperative sensing method have all same performance in the Figure 4-10.

5. Conclusions and future work
In the paper, we summarized the enabling spectrum sensing methods for cognitive radio.
Among the other spectrum sensing method, we focus on the energy detector and derive
detection probability under various channels such as AWGN, Rayleigh, Log-normal
shadowing and Suzuki channel. We also explained the cooperative sensing concept and
introduced novel spectrum sensing scheme which combines the energy detection with
multiple receive antennas to improve the sensing reliability.
From the simulated results, our proposed scheme with Or-rule and soft receiver diversity
such as SLC are both decreased probability of misdetection and false alarm and they are
highly dependent on c and soed shadowing effect. However, the performance degradsoft
rby the coand soft ris less effective to proposed scheme than SLC.le nsequently, we may say
that proposed is moae robust to c and soed shadowing effect. Now, we can conclude that
performance of multiple aided energy detector spectrum sensing scheme can have
advantages in some limioed case such as the hur pcoposed varisoft , low correlation.
The large operating bandwidths impose additional requirements on the radio frequencies
(RF) components such as antennas and power amplifiers as well. According to resent study,
the multiple receiver antenna scheme can have advantages for ultra-wideband spectrum
sensing. Because it could manage more flexible wideband sensing. For the future research,
we will continue to study spectral sensing method especially for the ultra-wideband
frequency band using by multiple receiver antenna.
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